TableService
Making Your Life Easier
Restaurant Manger™ TableService is fast, easy and flexible. Countless features designed specifically for the table
service environment make communication and order management much more efficient. Beyond improved service and
reduced labor costs at the point of sale, Restaurant Manager’s powerful back office tracking and analysis allow you to
make fast, informed management decisions.
No matter the type of service you provide, from fine and casual dining to bar service and take-out, Restaurant Manager
can help decrease costs, improve efficiencies and increase revenue. Choose the traditional touch screen or give your
servers wireless order taking and payment capabilities with the Write-On Handheld™ for the ultimate in improved
service and efficiency.

Providing Solutions to Real Business Problems
Restaurant Manager focuses on critical business issues facing today’s restaurant owner. With Restaurant Manager you
get robust functionality, fully integrated optional modules and the expertise needed to solve real business issues and
meet your unique goals.

Business Need/Goal
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How TableService Helps

A POS system that fits the way
you do business, not vice versa

Perhaps the most flexible and configurable solution available,
Restaurant Manager is designed with features and functionality
you can tailor to your needs.

New ways to improve
service and efficiency

The Write-On Handheld provides wireless tableside ordering with
a variety of order entry methods as well as tableside payment.
Mobility solutions provide management tools to let you view
reports and act on server requests from virtually anywhere.

Features that make running
an establishment easier

Features like adding items from any POS, “hold and fire”, system
redundancy and check or item splitting are just a few of the
capabilities designed for maximum efficiency improvement.

Powerful Management Functionality
Managing a restaurant has never been easier – because Restaurant Manager puts you in control. Whether you have
weekly promotions or daily menu changes, Restaurant Manager gives you the tools needed to boost your bottom line.
Our built-in Event Scheduler lets you program events that are automatically activated at a specified time. For example,
you can schedule special messages to appear on screen, keeping your employees informed and in the know. Also, realtime alerts sent via email, cell phone text messages or your PDA can keep labor costs in check and allow you to pay
special attention to big spenders.
Restaurant Manager’s comprehensive reporting package allows you to keep track of real-time sales results and other
important data. Restaurant Manager makes front-of-the-house operations a breeze without sacrificing security and
control. With extensive reporting features like real-time sales statistics, product mix reports, stock and item counters
and server sales totals you spend more time with your customers and still keep up with the latest profit margin and
performance measures.
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Perfect for any Table
Service Environment

TableService

Increase efficiency with Restaurant Manager’s
fast, easy and flexible functionality that can
help boost your bottom line.
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Additional Options
for TableService

Go Wireless
Use the Write-On Handheld™ for table side
ordering and secure payment improving service
and table turns while reducing labor costs.

Restaurant Manager Tips
1. Combine built-in Promotion and Coupon capabilities with our optional Loyalty Club to improve
customer satisfaction and provide a truly robust program sure to bring back existing customers and
deliver new customers to your table service establishment.
2. Using real-time Alert capabilities you maximize the management impact of Restaurant Manager
functionality. One way to use Alerts is to monitor employee hours worked and receive an alert when
overtime is approached.

Reservations - Customer Loyalty Inventory Control & Stock Counters
- Promotions & Coupons - Gift
Cards - Integrated Online Ordering
- Write-On Handheld - Web Services
- Mobility Solutions - and more!

